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When WordPress, a publishing program on the internet came into being, it revolutionized how
websites are designed and developed. This is attributed to the fact that Wordpress is the most user-
friendly publishing platforms that is powered by both MySQL and PHP scripting languages. The
availability of WordPress plug-ins further ensures that you can be able to continue publishing
content on your own without the need for technical support or experience in web design. Once a
WordPress developer finishes with the initial setting and launching of the website on the WWW, you
can be able to take over, hence is a cost-effective option because you will cut down on the need to
hire someone to continue updating your website should anything crop up.

As a CMS (content management system), you can rest assured that WordPress is unrivaled when it
comes to creating a website with the amazing WordPress themes available in the market. This gives
your business website that competitive edge over your competitors as it will be distinctively unique.
With hundreds of thousands of websites already on the WWW, and more being created on a daily
basis, it takes an experienced WordPress developer who will utilize cutting edge technology to
ensure you have a website that is not only distinctive but also one that is search engine friendly. A
search-engine friendly website, one that would rank top on the leading search engines today, is
always the key to the success of your business online, because the search engines are the gateway
that would lead your most valued target audiences to your website. Being top on page one of the
search engines should be top on your priority list and a good and experienced WordPress
Developer should know all too well how to Search Engine Optimize a website.

By the same token, while the design of your business website will indeed capture great visual
interest, the most important factor that will ensure visitors come back and refer others to your
website is the quality of content on your site. By utilizing latest technological advancements,
specifically the now famous Web 2.0, you will be able to ensure that you only get to post superior
quality, well formatted and well written content. Web 2.0 further ensures that regardless of the
dominant language on your website, you can be able to format your content with special characters
which are to be found in WordPress plug-ins. A competent WordPress developer should also be
able to explain to you about using stress marks which are always found above or below specific
letters, especially when writing in any other language apart from English, mostly for German,
French, and Slavonic languages to help readers understand the right pronunciation. The other role
that the WordPress plug-in plays is to help support special characters that are transferred from other
applications such as when writing content on a Word Document and copying it directly onto your
website.

Again, your WordPress developer should be in a good position to explain to you how to use the plug-
ins to ensure WordPress supports all special characters in whatever application the content comes
from. Iatrical marks, English transliterations from different languages such as Hindi or Sanskrit are
few of the many ways WordPress plug-ins come in handy, and only your WordPress developer of
choice can help you understand how to make the most of the plug-ins.
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